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Despite Office Lovers not having that much good reviews I still enjoyed the game. Also to the people that said that the MC is
told to put on more or better makeup. I would of beenif someone told me to put on makeup. The thing is that the MC works for
a makeup company. I believe that is why on some occasions is told to put on more or better makeup to represent the company
on a good note. Also as others stated the MC does suffer from dumbness at times too :( Music was ok but as u guessed becomes
repetitive. BG's were alright looking as there is not that many of them. The art was really nice. The sprites look pretty cool. Only
complain is I wish there was more pictures. For some reason Otori only got 5 instead of 6 pictures. Now on to the charcter
reviews. Mahiro-I am so glad I picked his route last. Reading his character bio I had a feeling he would be my favorite route. I
just loved everything about his route. Best way to describe the route would be cute and romanctic:) Ryo-He was the first route I
played. I don't really like him. He was way to mean and harsh on the MC. I on purpose played Ryo's route first as I knew I
wasn't going to enjoy the route and finish the route quick. Saijo-Second route I played. Saijo's route is nice except I am not a
fan of the possesive type at all. I still enjoyed his route better than Ryo. Hyoga-Third route I played. I don't think a lot of people
liked his route that much. I'll be honest and say I'm one of the few that liked Hyoga's route. I know that he had a wife. (Either
wife or girlfriend as I can't rememeber) At least he broke it off with her and married the MC instead of just being with her and
the MC and didn't break up with the wife or girlfriend. If I also remember correctly in the beginning Hyoga was kind of harsh
on the MC. Thankfully he turned out much different than Ryo in my opinion. Otori-Fourth route I played-Seriously I have
mixed feelings about Otori. The things he did to the MC in his route made me feel bad for the MC. On the other hand Otori can
be pretty cool at times. As the description says he is a smart and calculating person. So I'm not surprised about what he did to
the MC for his brand and made it up big time to the MC. All in all his route I feel mixed about. Ken-Ken doesn't have a route in
which my opinion is very surprising, U can tell that he really loves the MC and he is a cool and nice person. WIth the exception
in Hyoga's route, I found his actions pretty ing weird. Since Hyogaa nd Ken are working together he was able to see the MC
much more in his route. I guess this is why Ken acted weird to the MC since u can see Ken loves the MC.. I've only played 2
routes 'cause male characters did many sexual-harrasment to the heroine and she just accept it as if it's nothing to worry about,
that's a bit annoying for me. Also the story doesn't make sense. If I worked like the heroine, my boss gonna yell at me for sure.
lol CG and love scenes aren't really attractive. Luckily I bought it when it was about 70% discount. OK for killing time. ps.
please ignore my time record 'cause I just played and then leave it to play other games on mobile.. 10/10 workplace sexual
harassment. I really liked this game despite working in my spare time sounded like hell (lol). I liked the route of Otori just
because his secret at the suprised me a lot. Mahiro's secret was also quite surpising, even if I already guessed the ending from
the start. It was just too obvious XD Of all routes I thought I liked Kaido's the most. He was a badmouthing me all the time,
calling me an amateur. but because of that, every time he said something nice or made compliments, I was so happy. It felt like
achieving something :D Hyoga was easy. I was a diligent worker to begin with, so I naturally chose the answers correctly. Never
forget that this work is important (or else Kaido is just nagging again)! I was a bit sad that Ken didn't have a route. He wasn't my
favourite, but despite that, I was interested as soon as they showed how psycho he actually is (why the heck did I play Hyoga
first??).. honestly wasn't a bad game i quite liked it i took it as the guyys weren't actually harasing me they were just bad boys
nothings wrong with a bad boy ;). To preface, my playtime is a bit off, it should be something more like 17 or 18 hours. That
aside, I'd say I was pleasantly surprised by Office Lovers. I came into it with somewhat low expectations, but it turned out better
than I thought. For starters, the concept didn't really draw me in, as I've never been the type to be into work relationships or
even forbidden romance in particular. Plus, a game focused around working and offices just sounds boring in general. But it was
actually alright, the art is really clean and pretty and the character designs are enough to tickle my fancy. I do have to agree with
some of the other reviews as there really was quite a bit of sexual harassment, though I suppose I've come to expect this from a
Dogenzaka Lab game, lol. It really wasn't that bad and I would just classify it as dub-con at best, which isn't unusual in the
otome genre. Not to mention I actually really like the protagonist of this game, she was a really hard worker and didn't just
passively let these guys do whatever they want, she said 'no' and gave her opinions too. There were a few comments made that
seemed a bit sexist, and I could have done without them, but I don't think they were too out-of-character for this game either.
One of my few complaints is that while the soundtrack is on the same level as boring elevator music, the part that got me is
when it would just very abruptly stop and go silent for a while or switch to something completely different. The cuts were rather
jarring and usually not even during 'tense' moments where it would be deemed appropriate. The translation was good, the few
errors that arose were often easily overlooked, and sometimes some of the characters' names would revert back to kanji for a
line or two, but the script as a whole was clear to understand. It took some deciding but I think Hyoga's route is my favourite, he
seemed the least pushy of all of them and the most believable in his love for the protag - but Kaido was pretty cool too. I had fun
with this otome, even when they just talked about work it wasn't a complete snooze-fest and it was nice seeing the protagonist's
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passion for her job and how well she worked with the others.. I just. what is with all the ing sexual harrasment in this game! Not
really likable guys, and they treat the MC really bad.. At first, I dunno why I've WL this. My friend gift me this game because
she loves me LOL. I've only play until Prologue and it was good. Want to go deeper in the stories, but my niece & nephew
around.. Another otome from this developer who has clearly lost the desire to put out well-written, quality games. Again, their
only saving grace is the art. Do not purchase this game at full price, for it is not worth the money.. An office romance. I believe
this is one of the popular tropes in romances. This is Dogenzaka Lab's version of the same. And well. The characters are decent,
though I'm beginning to notice that five seems to be the number of love interests that Dogenzaka always uses. They are different
enough to be vibrant. The romances themselves are not bad, just short. And the protagonist? Well. she suffers from the usual
otome-protagonist-syndrome. Worth a buy, though I suggest getting it on discount. And maybe buy the bundle if this is your
type of game. when on discount.

Dogenzaka Lab Spring Sales Campaign! : Save up to 90% on Dogenzaka Lab games during the campaign. Now, you can save up
to 80% on "Office lovers" as well. Don't miss this chance! This Spring Sales Campaign will end at March 31st, 2019 10:00 AM
(Pacific Time).. "Office lovers" is Now Available on Steam! : 40% OFF anniversary sale is now on! Please check it. Trading
cards of "Office lovers" is "kimono".
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